
Lecture 8 AbstractNonsense (cont.)
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Recall G=
Pun Letthe partition defined by a be

2
=592,r,r?.... rat, Es,rs, ..., rs3311

* B

I
=EA, B3_329Then we have a group morphism

GEx/27

G(n =
1 A ts0 A =

x(0)

B > I B =x
-(I)

GxGG
we have checked before that

axx d ↓*

I
Bif ieA2x3 ->

I
x y=B

In particular, - B xyzBxy
=A

implies that"*"exists

1 x 1
=S(A, A), (A,

B), (BA). [BIB
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well **"d
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defined I

The formation
of I is completely analogous to the formation of

Rut

Ageneral procedure of putting a partition on G

(G, x)
=

a group HIGis a subgroup



Define a binary relation - on G by

xey E)
ZhEH, s.t. hx =y

Check thatthis is an equivalence

Cal xex (true b/c 1GH 1.x =x)

(b) xny() yex
(hx =

y =) x
=h
-

y)

() x xyynz
= x2z (hx =y,hy =z

=hhx =z)

Imod is as an equivalence relation is precisely

given by the subgroupnt= I

y-x
=kn for some RET is precisely saying
thatfor some henR hexFy

*

+is the group law of 1

Similarly the partition SMEsiness3 of D2.

is given by the subgroup H =92, r, ..., wars of Dan

The setofelements in the partition defined by a subgroup

HCGis commonly denoted by G/A

CAID is really a special case)

Rak:Itis nottrue for any subgroup HCG,

"* "can be defined for GIA



Fermat's Little Theorem

p=prime
number ack a

=
a mod p

2=I mode
E.g. p

=3 a
=2

p
=5a=2 25 =32 =2 nod 5

Introduce the group
(1/n7)Y

=cross

Exercise:The binary operation is indeed defined

for LIn7 (a,b) > ab

↳x Is I↓
IIn2xInD**In7

For InL, writexfor
"x"

xdefines a binary operation on 2/nL butitis

nota group operation. ble not all elements have
-

an inverse!

suppose a tRInX has an (multiplicative) inverse, then

=ELInD s.t.ax5 =I

In other words, if a EL is sit at TInR has

a multiplicative inverse, then EbeA s.t. ab= 1tnk

for some RER

*if this condition holds, then d =g(d(a,n) =1

da dIr =d)ba
- kn =1 => d(1 =d=d

The converse is also true!

Im Given x,ytN dEgcd(x,y). TherEX,M in X

S.t. xx +My
=d



x
=20y

=6 d =2 x - 3y =2

x
=5y

=7 d=1 3y - 4x =1

x
=30y=18 d =6 2x - 3y =62y - x

=36 - 30 =6

x
=

y
+12

y
=12

+66
=

y
- 12 =y

- (x -y) =zy - x)

&Refine s =Gnt<<01n =xx+my for some 3,M-73

Then SHD), so by well-ordering principle we have Smin

Sit =dISmin

Itsuffices to show Sminld i.e., Sminx and Sminly

By division my remainder, 19 and r s.t.

x
=9. Smintr

0Cr<Smin

If rFO,
then wES, which contradicts the

minimality of Smin => NO, i.e., SminIX

Similarly Sainly A

Now define (/n2)" <<XnY to be the subsetofelements wi

a
multiplicative inverse

at, at(IInR)YE> gcdCa, n
=1

Exercise:This implies that(1/p()* = 91,2, ...,5513

(()px)") =p - 1

(#elements)

LInX)Yis a group
under multiplication (Exercise)



Lemme If It is a subgroup of a finite group G, then 1H1)1G)

In particular, g2G, then 1g1)(G)

Lemma -> Fermat little theorem

Take atpa. Consider ae(XIpR)*

Lemma (a)(((/px)*1 => (a))p - 3

=>ap-* = 1 mod p, i.e., al a modp

Lemma is actually called Lagrange theorem left to HW


